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The degree of polarization of luminescence from excitons and its variation induced by 
a magnetic field or by deformation are calculated for various methods of exciton ex
citation in crystals with a wurtzite structure. It is demonstrated that when the excitons 
are oriented, new effects should be observed which are absent when the free carriers 
are oriented. Thus, linearly polarized radiation arises on excitation by linearly polar
ized light; in a transverse magnetic field and following lateral deformation, circularly 
polarized luminescence may arise upon excitation by linearly polarized light, or linearly 
polarized light may arise upon excitation by circularly polarized light. It is shown that 
measurement of the degree of orientation in an inclined magnetic field permits one to 
separate exciton effects from effects which are produced by free carriers and which 
may be superimposed upon formation of excitons by electron-hole binding. 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of optical orientation and, in particular, the 
study of polarized luminescence, uncovers new possi
bilities for the study of excitation spectra in crystals 
and of their interaction, as is evidenced, e.g., by a 
number of studies (1) of optical orientation of free 
carriers. 

In this paper we consider optical orientation of ex
citons, and in particular the influence exerted on it by 
an external magnetic field and by deformation. We show 
that optical orientation of excitons has a number of 
features that distinguish it from the optical orientation 
of free carriers. Thus, excitons can be not only 
oriented, like free carriers, upon excitation by cir
cularly-polarized light, but can also become aligned 
when excited with linearly polarized light. Under ex
ternal influences, one type of orientation can go over 
into another, just as in the case of optical excitation of 
atoms in gases (2). The features of these effects depend 
essentially on the character of the exciton spectrum, and 
in particular on its fine structure, which is determined 
by the symmetry of the crystal and by the type of the 
band structure. 

In this paper we consider optical orientation of 
excitons in uniaxial crystals with wurtzite structure, 
the exciton spectra of which have been thoroughly in
vestigated and in which optical orientation of excitons 
has been observed[3 1• The formulas derived are appli
cable also for most other uniaxial crystals, in particular 
for crystals of the GaSe type, in which polarized ex
citon luminescence was also observed [41. (Orientation 
of excitons in cubic crystals has recently been reported 
in (5)). 

In the first part of the paper we consider the case 
of large exchange splitting; the case of small splitting 
will be considered in the second part. The change of 
the optical orientation under the influence of external 
actions is essentially different in these two cases' ) 

1. EXCITONS IN CRYSTALS WITH WURTZITE 
STRUCTURE 

1. Wave functions and spectrum. In A2Ba and A3B5 
crystals with wurtzite structure there are three closely-
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located valence bands r g , r 7 , r 7 , stemming from the 
p band as a result of crystal and spin-orbit splittings 
~cr and ~so' and the conduction band corresponds to 
the representation r 7' In these crystals, three series 
of excitons are observed: A(r7 x r g), B, and C(r 7 x r 7 ). 

The ground state of each of these excitons is quadruply 
degenerate and splits, in accord with the group-theoret
ical rules, into two states for the exciton A and three 
states for the excitons B and C: 

r, x r9 ~ r, + r" r, x r, ~ r, + r, + r, 

This splitting is described by the spin (exchange) 
Hamiltonian 

d6 ~ ~II (a/a:) + 2~.L (a+'a_ h + a_'a/) (r7 X r7 exciton), 

(r7 x r7 exciton), 

where a! = 1/2(ax ± iay )' Here rye and ah are Pauli 
matrices in the basis of the electronic and hole func
tions 1jJ!'/2 and qJ!'/2 for the exciton r 7 x r 7 and in the 
basis of hole functions qJ!3/2 for the exciton r 7 x r g' 2) 

(1) 

(2) 

Each exciton wave function is a product of a smooth 
function by a combination of products of band functions 
of the electrons IjJ and of the holes qJ, which determine 
the exciton spin. For exciton functions that transform 
in accordance with the irreducible representations (1), 
we choose the indicated spin functions in the form 

(J), ~ 1jJ'!'(jl'l" (J), ~ '¢-'I,'P-'I" E" 2 ~ ~" (r,), 

(J)" , ~ (1jJ';,cp-,;, ± 1jJ-",'P'IJ / 12, 

for the r 7 x r 7 exciton and 

E,., ~ -~ll ± 2~.L (rl , ,), 

(3a) . 

(J) ~ 1jJ-';''P';., (J), ~ 1jJ';,<jl-'m E" 2 ~ -~II (r,), 

(J), ~ 1jJ,!,'P';., (J), ~ 1jJ-'I,'P-'I" E" , ~ ~II (r,) 
(3b) 

for the r 7 x r 9 exciton. In the case considered by us, 
when both the incident and the emitted light propagate 
along the principal axis z, the only optically active 
states are r 5' corresponding to the functions cI>,,2' 

2. Luminescence polarization. The tensor dO!f3; 
which determines the exciton luminescence polarization, 
is connected with the components of the exciton density 
matrix p by the re lation 

(4) 
ij 

Here ji are the matrix elements of the current operator, 
which determine the probability of the excitation of the 
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exciton in the state i. For the excitons r 7 x r 7 and 
r 7 x r g' the nonzero matrix elements are j~ = j;, and for 
the exciton r 7 x r 7 the element j~ also differs from 
zero. (Here f = (jX ± ijY)/f2). The matrix dO!f3 de
termines the mean value of the product ,g' a f,'~, where 

~ is the field intensity of the light wave. Here 
daa = 18;Y, dxy = ,g' x,g'y' and d.- = rft.,g'"1, where 

~! = (~x ±i,g'y)j{'2. In accordance with the selection 
rules indicated above for light propagating along the z 
axis, the degree of circular polarization of exciton 
luminescence, both for the r 7 x r 7 exciton and for the 
r7 x rg exciton, is 

f1', = d++ - d__ PI! - p" 
ClIe d++ + d__ (;;, + p"~' (5) 

and the degree of linear polarization is equal to 

(6) 

The polarization-plane direction characterized by the 
angle <P (reckoned from the x axis) is determined by the 
phase P12 = Ip 12 lei lf, and recognizing that d._ = Id.-'e 2i <P, 
we obtain from (4) 

electrons and holes is a product of the electron and hole 
matrices, Peh = PePh' 

If the exchange splitting is small in comparison with 
the exciton binding energy, then no noticeable electron 
and hole spin correlation should take place in the bind
ing process, and in this case the matrix G in the cor
responding basis is also a direct product of two 
matrices, Ge and Gh, which determine the state of the 
electron or hole immediately after their binding into an 
exciton: 

G=G,G". (10) 

If the components of the matrices Ge and ~ in the bases 
Ifn and <Pm of the electron and hole functions are re
spectively equal to Ge I and Gh I, and the spin wave nn mm 
function of the exciton is 

(11) 

then, according to (10), in the basis of the function <l>b 
we have 

(12) 

2, DENSITY MATRIX FOR EXCITONS 

(7) When electron-hole pairs are excited by light, only 
diagonal components of the density matrices Pe and Ph 
are generated (in the basis of the functions 
If~ 2 = If! 11 2 , If~ 2 = <P!112 (r 7)' <P~ 2 = <P!312 (r g)), Then 

To determine the degree of the radiation polarization 
it is necessary to determine the exciton density matrix. 
In the stationary case the components Pij satisfy the 
equation 

( ilPi;) ( ilp,; ) + i [-Yo 1 i (E . ) G - -- . - -- - G1t1p ij+- i-Ej Pij= ij. 

at rec ilt rei It h 
(8) 

The first two terms determine here the change of the 
density matrix as a result of recombination (and decay) 
and of spin-relaxation processes. The third term de
termines the change of the density matrix due to the ex
ternal fields. The matrix components Gij determine the 
rate of generation of the density-matrix components Pij' 

1. Generation rate. The rate of generation of the 
components Pii depends essentially on the method of 
exciton generation. We consider here two principal 
methods of generation-resonant excitation and exciton 
production by pair binding. 

A. In the case of resonant excitation of the excitons, 
the generation rate Gij is determined by the polariza
tion tensor d~tl of the incident light and depends on the 
selection rules: 

, , , 

p,~"= '/,no(1 + PO,h), p;;"= t/,no(1- P"h), (13) 

where Pe h is the degree of orientation of the electrons 
or holes,' and no is their number. It is obvious that in 
this case only diagonal components of the matrices Ge 
and ~ can be generated, and the ratios 

(14) 

are proportional to the degree of orientation of the free 
carriers Pe h' i.e., p~ h = a e h Pe h' If the spin of the , '" 
electrons and holes does not change during the process 
of pair binding, then P~,h = Pe,h' but if this process is 
accompanied by a partial relaxation of the spins, then 
a e h < 1. , 

It follows from (12) and (14) that the components of 
tbe matrix Gij in the basis (3a) or (3b) are expressed in 
the following manner ill terms Qf the coefficients P~ 
and ph,. For the r7 x r7 exciton: 

G,., = G" = '/4No«1 - p;'p,,') , G" = '/4No (p: - Ph'); 
(15) 

G ~d 0'.", 
ii -- .L..J eLf. Ji Ii' 

.~ (9) and for the r 7 x r 9 exciton: 
Consequently, in resonant excitation of r 7 x r 7 and 
r 7 x r 9 excitons we have 

In the case of excitation with circularly-polarized light, 
the component P11 or P22 is excited, and in case of ex
citation with linearly polarized light we have 

(9b) 

where <P If is the azimuthal angle and determines the 
position of the polarization plane of the incident light. 

B. When excitons are produced by binding of electron 
and hole pairs, the matrix G is determined by the state 
of the free carriers. The density matrix for the free 
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G" = '/.N.(1- P:) (I + P,.'), G",= '/4N~(1 + p.') (1- P.'), 

G" = '/.N. (1 + P.') (1 + Ph')' G .. = 1/.JIJ.{ 1- po') (1 - Ph'), 
(16) 

where No is the total number of excitons produced per 
unit time. The remaining Gij components are equal to 
zero. 

2. Recombination rate and spin relaxation. The first 
term in (8), which describes the change of the denSity 
matrix as a result of departure, i.e., recombination and 
decay, is given in the general case by 

(~) =-~ ~ w'mpm;+Wm;ll'm' 
ilt rec 2 .l..J (17) 

The components of the matrix Wim = W~i can relate 
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only the components Pij which transform under sym
metry transformations. It is easily seen that for both 
the r 7 x r 7 and r 7 x r 9 exciton the matrix W is diagonal: 
Wij = wiioij = TiiOij and consequently 

(iJpij/iJt),ee=-pij/'l:i;, 2/'1:ij='I:,,-'+'l:jj-'. (18) 

For the r 7 x r 7 and r 7 x r 9 excitons we have 
T11 = T22 = T'2' and for the r7 x r 9 exciton also T33 = T44 
= T34 · 

The change of the component of the density matrix 
Pij as a result of the spin relaxation is determined both 
by the departure terms, which are similar to (17), and 
by the arrival at the component Pij from all other com
ponents, and in the general case tlie arrival term is 
given by 

(19) 

* where 11 ijmn = Yf jinm , and at Ei = E j and Em = En we 
have 

1f'mni; = 1f'i;mn exp {(Em - Ei)lkT}. 

Just as in (17), the components 'II ijmn can connect 
only those density-matrix components Pij and Pmn which 
transform in like manner, i.e., only combinations of 
those components which transform like one and the 
same function of one and the same irreducible repre
sentation can be connected. For the term r 5 of the 
r 7 x r 7 exciton, only arrival to Pll + P22 from P33 and P44 

is possible, and the relaxation of the components 
P11 - P22 and P'2 is determined only by the departure 
terms: 

(a(plI- Pu) I at) reI = -(plI- pu) 1'1:." 

(ap,,1 iJt) reI = -p,,1 '1:." 
(20) 

Here T sl f T s2' (Arrival at P11 - P22 from P 34 and P43 is 
also possible for the r 7 x r 7 exciton, but at 
IE3 - E41 = 41 All »'Ii/T the components P34 = P:3 are, 
practically equal to zero). For the r 7 x r 9 exciton, it is 

possible to have, besides the arrival at P11 + P22 from 
P33 + P 34 , also arrival at Pll - P 22 from P 33 - P 34 and at 
P'2 from P43 • 

3. OPTICAL ORIENTATION OF EXCITONS 
AND ITS VARIATION IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 

1. Luminescence polarization in the absence of ex
ternal fields. As follows from Eqs. (5), (6), (8), (18), 
and (20), under conditions when one can neglect the 
arrival (19) connected with the spin relaxation, the 
polarization of the exciton luminescence for the ex
citons r 7 x r 7 and r 7 x r 9 is determined by the ex
preSSions 

o GU -GZ2 'tt 

.'f'Cire = G G ' 
11 + 22 't 

.'f'~n = 21G .. 1 '1:, 
Gil +G22 1: 

(21) 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
where T = T11 , T, = T + Tsb T2 = T + Ts2' 

In the case of resonant excitation by circularly- or 
linearly-polarized light, at T~\, T~22 « T- 1 , we have 

,1'0 = 1 or 9°. = 1. When excitons are produced by 
circ 1m 

binding of pairs, no linear polarization of the lumines
cence is produced, and the degree of the circular polar
ization of the luminescence is equal to 

1118 

pe' + Ph' Ll 

1 + po' Ph' 'I: 
(f7 Xf7 ), 
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(f,Xr,). (22) 

The last formulas differ from the expressions that de
termine the polarization of band-band luminescence 
only in that Pe h is replaced by p; h and in the presence 
of the factor T;/T. ' 

2. Change of polarization in a magnetic field. The 
Hamiltonian Jt"H describing the influence of the mag
netic field for the excitons r7 x r7 and r7 x rg is given 
by 

(23) 

where for electrons and holes we have 

Here J.i. is the Bohr magneton. H! = Hx ± iHy. 

For the rg holes we have in (24) g~ = O. We note that 

in the case when the exciton binding energy is compar
able with the distances between the valence bands, the 
constants g~ and g~ in (23) and (24) can differ from the 
corresponding g-factors of the free holes. 

A. The r7 x r7 exciton. We consider the case of large 
exchange splitting, when gJ.LH« All' Ai' In this case we 
can consider separately the optically active state r 5' 

For the state r 5 of the r 7 x r 7 exciton in a weak 
transverse magnetic field, the Zeeman effect is quad
ratic in Hi, so that this field, as seen from (23), does 
not split the state r 5 directly. In second order of per
turbation theory, the matrix elemenUf,H is different 

12 
from zero and is equal to 

_ 1 '/( (g.l'+g.lh)' (g.l'_g.lh)') 
d6"H=~H_', ~--" (25) , '16 ... 1';" - I';.l 1';" + I';.l . 

Accordingly, the splitting in the transverse field is 
AE 1 = 2yHJ., and the splitting in the longitudinal field is 
linear in Hz: 

Solving Eqs. (8) with (18), (20), (23), (25), and (26) 
taken into account, we obtain 

(26) 

1 
.'f'circ (H)= 1+K' {.'f'clre,-.'f'lin ('I:,/-r,)"'Ksin2{x-<p')}, (27) 

2r12/(Pll -+ p,,) = e-'i(~W+~') {;Y;~in cos 2'1" - iK (r:,/r:,)'f'e-Zix;Y;eire (H)). (28) 

In the last formula, 9 circ (H) is determined by ex
pression (27), while 9° . and 91°. in these formulas 

Clrc m 
are determined by (21) or (22), 

(29) 

(30) 

<PH is the azimuthal angle ofthe magnetic field. (Here AE 1 
and AEII can be of arbitrary sign, depending on the signs of 
y and g~, h). The quantity <P1f determines the phase of 

G'2 = IG,2Iexp(-2i<Plf) and coincides at resonant excita-
tion with the phase d~_ (expressions (9a) and (9b». 

In accord with (6) and (28), the degree of linear polar
ization of the luminescence is given by the formula 

gJlin (H)={gJli~ cos'2<p' +gJ~c (Jf)K'-"!:.. 
1:, 

+ 2.9'~n gJ eire (H) K (~) 'f, eos 2<p' sin 2X r ' (31) 

It follows from (27)- (31) that in the case of resonant 
excitation by circularly polarized light, or when ex-
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citons are produced by pair binding, we have 

gJ, (ll)~ gJ;lIe gJ, .(H)~ IgJ~ie KI (2'-.)'" 
ClIe 1 + K' ,lin 1 + K' " 

The angle between the plane of polarization and the 
magnetic field is in this case 

<P-<PH~ <p' --1, Sign ,9'cire, 

(32) 

(33) 

B. In a transverse magnetic field when 
K =1i-1('T1'T2rlI2~E1,,'j'Ci (H) decreases to zero with 
increasing H1, and .9"lin 5D reaches a maximum at K = 1, 

after which it also decreases. The depolarization curve 
,'j' circ (H) has in this case not a Lorentz shape, as in the 
usual Hanle effect, but is proportional to (1 + aHlrt, 

and therefore the decrease of .9' circ (H) is more rapid 
and begins in stronger fields: the field corresponding 
to K = 1 is larger by a factor (h -1T 1 '2~)1/2 than the ord
inary Hanle fields H ~ 1i/gJ..l. 'T. In the case of resonant 
excitation of excitons by linearly polarized light in a 
transverse magnetic field, when 'P' = 0, we have 

, K (" )'" gJ eire (II) ~ - 9' lin -K' - sin 2X, 
1 + " (34) 

, [ sin'2x ]'" gJlin(H)~9'lin cos'2X+ (1+K')' , 

We see that in this case the effects have a character
istic angular dependence: at X 'I 0 or 1T /2 the degree of 
linear polarization in a transverse magnetic field de
creases, and circular polarization appears. The plane 
of polarization is then rotated through an angle ~'P: 

1 K'sin4x n n 
~<p=2arctg 2{1+K'cos'2x) ' -'4 < <P":;;4' (35) 

Since the transverse magnetic field exerts an apprec
iable influence on the polarization at K ~ 1, i.e., at 
YH~ ~1i/T, and the formulas of this sections are ap
plicable at glfJ.H1 « ~II' ~ l' the condition for the ap
plicability of the approximation of large exchange 
splitting is ~II' ~1» h/'T1 ,2' 

C. In a longitudinal magnetic field K = 0 and the degree 
of circular polarization of the radiation does not change, 
while linear polarization is produced only by excitation 
with linearly polarized light and decreases in the mag
netic field in accordance with the law 

gJlin =.9'lln cos2<p'=.9'~nJ[1+(h-"2~E,,)'l"'. (36) 

The polarization plane rotates in this case through an 
angle 'P'. 

If the field is oblique and makes an angle J with the 
z axis, then the ratio 

~EJ. ,HJ.' gllH HJ. 
!'J.E" - gllH, - ---s:- H, 

is small, since gfJ.H « ~, provided only that the angle 
Jis not close to 1T/2, and consequently under these con
ditions K ~ 0 and the longitudinal component of the field 
predominates. The transverse component H1 can come 
into play only tl 

n/2-f}":;; (n/~J.,,,1:,,,)'''. 

D. The r7Eg~~For the r7 x rg exciton, for 
which y = 0 and rt1 = 0, we also have y = 0, as seen from 

(25). For this exciton, there is no Zeeman effect in a 
transverse field at all. Therefore a transverse magnetic 
field does not influence its orientation so long as 
g~J..I.H 1 < ~ II' i.e., so long as there is no intermixing of 

the terms r 5 and r 6' and the polarization of the electron 
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luminescence does not change in fields H1 « ~1I/fJ.g~. 

The change of the linear polarization in a longitudinal 
field is determined by formula (36), just as for the 
r7 x r7 exciton. 

3. Change of generation rate in a magnetic field. In 
the formulas presented above it is assumed that the 
magnetic field does not affect directly the generation 
rate Gij' In the case of resonant excitation this assump
tion holds true. But if the excitons are produced by pair 
binding, if the carrier llietime prior to the binding is 
not very short, the magnetic field can noticeably alter 
their orientation, and this leads in accord with (15) to a 
change of Gij' The change of the orientation of the 
electrons and holes in a magnetic field is determined by 
an equation similar to (8), and it follows from (24) that 

where 

p,,' (H) = p,\/ (1 + L:,,) , 

L' = L.1.'/(1 + L,,'), L.1. = Ilg:" HJ.(';;'· 1:;" ),"n-' 

L" = Ilgr;" H,,:" n-'. 

(37) 

Here ~ ,h and r; ,h are the relaxation times of the com
ponents pe,h - pe,h and pe,h, respectively, which are 11 22 12 
determined both by the binding time and by the other 
recombination mechanisms, as well as by the spin re
laxation. 

In a transverse field the values of Pe, h (H1) for 
electrons and holes of r 7 decrease to zero with increas
ing H1 , owing to the Hanle effect, and in an oblique field 
Pe ,h remains finite as H _ 00: 

P"'(oo) = P"~h :::: /[ 1+ gg,,: ctg'S]. (38) 
, J. 

In addition to changing the component pe ,h _ pe ,h , the 
11 22 

magnetic field gives rise to the appearance of the com
ponent pe ,h: 12 

(39) 

Here 'PH is the angle that determines the appearance of 
the transverse component of the magnetic field, and 

",." = - arctg L;,h . (40) 

Here -1T/2 < 1/! S 1T/2 at glLz > 0 and 1T/2 < 1/! < 31T/2 at 
gl Lz < O. Therefore in a transverse magnetic field 
there can be generated the components G~2,h which le~d 
to the appearance of an exciton component G12 = G;2G12' 

and which also contribute to the components G33 , G44 , 
G13 , G14 , G23 , G24 , and G34 of the r7 xr7 exciton and the 

components G13 , G14 , G23 , and G24 of the r7 x rg exciton, 

for which G~2 = O. Therefore in the case when the ex

citons are produced by pair binding and their depolar
ization in the magnetic field is Significant, it is neces
sary to replace gJ~irc in formulas (27), (28), (31), and 

(32) by gJ~irc(H): 

• po' (H) + p; (H) 
.9'eire (H)= (r, x r,), 

1 + p.'{H)p;{H) 

",,' (H) p; - p,' (H) (r x r ), 
.Teire 1- p; p,' (H) , , 

(41) 

The p~ h (H) dependence is determined here by a , 
formula similar to (37). 

Owing to the generation of G12 , an initial linear polar
ization is also produced. To take it into account it is 
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necessary to replace in (27), (28), and (31) [fllin by 

[fllin(H), which, according to (8), (21), and (39) is de

termined by the formula 

[fl'. (H)= • , " ,; ~ Ip 'p 'L L I ( • ') 'I. 
lin (1 + L.') (1 + L,') + p.' P.'';, ,;,',;,' . (42) 

We see that a noticeable degree of linear polarization 
9" lin (H) can be observed only in an intrinsic semicon-

ductor, if both types of carrier are oriented and the 
times Te and Th- are close to each other. The maxi-

1,2 1,2 

mal degree of polarization is reached at Le ~ Lh ~ 1 
and does not exceed 0.25p~p~. In accordance with (7), 
(16), (40), and (41), the angle qJ between the plane of 
polarization and the transverse component of the mag
netic field is equal to X = qJH - qJl? = -1/2(l/ie + I/ih)3). 

From formulas (27)- (29) and (37) and (39) it follows 
that under different conditions there can predominate 
either the exciton or the electron effects: in a trans
verse field the orientation of the electrons (or holes), 
and consequently also the magnitude of [fl~i c (H) are 
significantly altered when gJ.l.H ~1i/Te h' whereas the 

orientation of the excitons and accordi~gly 9'(H) in (27)
(29) change Significantly at yH 2 - (gJ1.H)2/ t. ~ n/TI ,2' i.e., 
at gJ1.H ~ (fit./TI 2)"2. Therefore, if Te h» (fJ.TI 2/t.)II2, 
the change of th~ degree of polarizatio~ is deter:nined by 
the electronic effects, i.e., by the change of [i'~irc(H), 

and in this case no linear polarization of the radiation is 
usually produced, and 9'circ(H) is of the Lorentz type. 

On the other hand, if Te h« ehTI it.)II2, then the , , 
change oflI.p~irc(H) in (43) can, to the contrary, be 
neglected, since the magnetic field alters Significantly 
the orientations until extinction of the electron orienta
tion begins. 

The exciton and electron effects can be distinguished 
both by the dependence of the degree of polarization on 
the transverse magnetic field, and by its change with 
changing field direction: at angles 1 » 1/2rr - J- » 
» (fi./TI,2t.)"2 the excitonic Hanle effect vanishes, and 
the electronic effect remains practically unchanged. In 
this case the Hanle effect in the inclined field can be 
used to determine, in accord with (38) and (40), the ratio 
of the g-factors g~,h/dl,h. 

We note that if the character of the dependence of 
9(H) on the magnetic field remains the same when an 
appreciable role is assumed by the arrival terms (18), 
arrival can only change the initial polarizations [i'lin 
and 9'~irc' The character of the 9'(H) dependence can 
be altered by arrival only when the excitons are pro
duced by pair binding, if both the electrons and the holes 
are oriented in this case. 

4. CHANGE OF THE OPTICAL ORIENTATION 
OF THE EXCITONS UPON DEFORMATION 

The deformation of the crystal leads both to a change 
in the value of the existing exchange splitting, and to an 
additional splitting of the degenerate states and to their 
mixing. 

In wurtzite, for the r 7 x r 7 and r 7 x r 9 excitons, the 

deformations EZZ and E 1 = EXX + Eyy only change the 

constants t. 11 , t.1 , and ~II' and the splitting or mixing of 
different states can occur at deformations E! = EXX - Eyy 
± 2iExy and E:,:z = EXZ ± iEyz . Therefore such deforma-
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tions can influence the optical orientation of the ex
citons. The corresponding Hamiltonian ;me is given by4) 

;m. = C, (o+,o/s_ + o_'o_'s+) + C,o.'(a/s_, + O_hS+,) 
+ C,o,'(o+'s_, + o_'s+,) (r, x r,), 

de. = (C,o+' + C,O_h)O_'S_ + (C,o+' + C,o_')o+'s+ 
+ C,o:(o+'s_, + o_'s+,) (r, x r.). 

(43) 

The change of the exchange splitting upon deforma
tion is due to the change of the wave functions as a re
sult of the mixing of the functions of the neighboring 
valence bands. Therefore the constants Ci in (43) are of 
the order of Di t.exc/liE, where liE is the distance be
tween the nearest valence bands, and Di is the band 
constant of the deformation potential, which determines 
the change liE under the corresponding deformation. 
Thus, in the quasicubic approximation, i.e., at t.cr 
« t.so ' the constants Ci in (43) are equal in the iso
tropic case to 

C, = C, = C, = 1'3dL\, / L\cr (r, x r.), 

c,=C,=1'3dL\,/L\cr, C,=O (r,Xr,). 
(44) 

In the quasicubic approximation, the distance between 
the band r 9 and the nearest band r 7 is equal to t.cr ' and 
the exchange constants for the excitons A and B are 
connected by the relation 2t.11 = t.l = -2~11 = t.I. In (44), 
d is one of the shear constants of the deformation 
potential of the valence band, which is connected in the 
isotropic case with the other constant b by the relation 
d = {3b (see [10], Secs. 30 and 40). According to the data 
of II!] and in accord with the indicated estimates, the 
values of the constants CI for CdS and ZnO are equal to 
approximately 1 eV.5) 

It is seen from (40) that in the approximation linear 
in E the splitting of the degenerate states rand r 
occurs only at deformations E:,:, and the cor~espon&ng 
matrix elements are equal to 

(45) 

Therefore the deformation E;< influences the optical 
orientation of the excitons in the same manner as the 
field H 1, and the change of the polarization of the ex
citon luminescence by the deformation P(E) is described 
by formulas (27), (28), and (31-35). Then 

(46) 

where t.EE = CJExx - Eyy)2 + 4EX/]II2 = CIIEI - E21. 
Here EI and E2 are the principal values of the tensor E 
in the xy plane. The angle rpH must be replaced in the 
indicated formulas by rp E: 

qJ. = '/, arctg [2e.,/ (en - Sy,) J. 

Here -rr/4 < rpE S rr/4 at EXX - Eyy > 0 and rr/4 < qJE 
s 3rr/4 at EXX - Eyy < O. Accordmgly, X is replaced by 
rpE-rpg, and sign yin (33) is replaced by sign CI. 

Unlike the magnetic field, the deformation does not 
change the generation rate. Therefore the indicated 
formulas describe completely the change of the polar
ization by deformation, regardless of the excitation 
method. They are equally applicable to the r 7 x r 7 and 
to r7 x rg exction. The arrival terms in (18), just as in 
the case of the magnetic field, cannot change here the 
character of the [i'(E) dependence for the r7 x r7 exciton. 
For the r 7 x r 9 exciton, if the arrival terms play an 
essential role, the character of the 9'(E) dependence can 
change, since the deformation causes a splitting of the 
term r 6' which is connected by the arrival terms with 
the optically active term r 5; in this case the 9' (E) de-
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pendence in resonant excitation, when only the state r 5 

is excited, will be different from the case of exciton 
production by pair binding, when the excitons r 5 and r 6 

are produced. 

In conclusion, the authors thank M. 1. D'yakonov and 
V. 1. Perel' for valuable advice and discussions. 

l)The result of the present paper are reported in part in brief communi
cations [6.7]. 

2)For free excitons it is necessary in principle to take into account, besides 
the exchange interaction described by the Hamiltonian (2), also the 
annihilation interaction and the splitting connected with terms linear 
in K, which depend on the direction of the wave vector K. For bound 
excitons, the indicated mechanisms can make contributions to the con
stants t!1I and t!l [8.9]. The formulas presented below are therefore 
directly applicable to excitons bound with charged donors, acceptors, 
or neutron traps, and also to free excitons in which the annihilation 
splitting and the splitting linear in K are sufficiently small. 

3)We note that a similar effect can arise, in principle, also in the case of 
direct band-band recombination, when the change of the polarization 
in the magnetic field is also determined by formulas (37), (39), and 
(42). 

4)For holes of the r 9 band, the matrices o~ and o~ are transformed re
spectively in accordance with the representations r3 and r., which 
enter in r7 X r9, i.e., like x~- x~ and x; + x~. The remaining matrices 
0i are transformed like the corresponding components of the pseudo
vector Ji' 

5) At sufficiently small t!cr, the indicated exchange-deformation effect 
can turn out to be for excitons an effective spin-relaxation mechanism. 
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